Abstract. Within the linearized theory of heat conduction with fading memory, some restrictions on the constitutive equations are found as a direct consequence of thermodynamic principles. Such restrictions allow us to obtain existence, uniqueness, and stability results for the solution to the heat flux equation. Both problems, which respectively occur when the instantaneous conductivity kQ is positive or vanishes, are considered.
1. Introduction. This paper deals with the asymptotic behaviour of the solution of the heat flux equation with memory. We restrict our attention to a homogeneous and isotropic rigid heat conductor with linear memory occupying a fixed bounded domain Qcl3
with smooth boundary dD.. Moreover, if we consider only small variations of the temperature d(x, t) from a reference value 60 and small temperature gradients V0(x, t) we may assume that the internal energy e(x, t) and heat flux q(x, t) are described by the following linearized constitutive equations: roo e(x, /) = e0 + q0w(x, t) + / a (s)u'(x, s) ds, 0
rOO \ 1 ' x / q (x,t) = -kQVu(x,t)-/ k'(s)S7u (x, s) ds, Jo where u(x, t) = 6(x, t) -dQ is the temperature variation field, and u'(x,s) -u[x, t -s).
As usual in material with memory, a fading memory principle for the relaxation functions a and k! is required. Following Day's argument [8] we may state the principle in a weak form, which is equivalent to a', k' e l'(M+).
( 1.2) and the values = lim^ a(f) and k = lim k(t) represent respectively the equilibrium heat capacity and the equilibrium thermal conductivity.
Moreover, we impose the a priori condition a0>0, (1) (2) (3) (4) which follows from the physical evidence that, if the temperature of a body is constant up to a certain time t = 0 and increases instantaneously at / = 0, then the internal energy of the body increases too. The ensuing evolution problem with mixed boundary conditions and initial history data is given by o+ e(x, t) + V • q(x, t) = r(x, t) on Q x q(x, t) ■ n(x) = 0(x, t) on 9Q x »+ q f 1 51 6{\, t) = dQ on d£lu x M+ , 6{x, t) = d0 + m0(x, t) on x 1" , where r, 4>, and u0 represent respectively the heat source, the heat flux on the boundary d£lq , and the temperature variation field up to the time t -0, while £2 is a bounded domain with boundary dQ = dQu U dQ.(j (OO.u fl = 0) and n(x) is the outward normal on . Problems such as (1.5) have been studied by several authors. For instance, Nunziato [7] and Grabmueller [19] proved existence and uniqueness for generalized solutions; Miller [11] has studied stability and continuous dependence on parameter.
This paper differs from the previous ones in its investigation of the connection between the complete set of thermodynamic restrictions on the relaxation functions, a and k, and the solvability and stability of the problem (1.1), (1.5) . In essence we prove that the fading-memory principle, stated by (1.2), condition (1.4) , and the Second Law of Thermodynamics, in the form of the Clausius property, are sufficient conditions to obtain existence, uniqueness, and stability for the solution. Finally, we stress that a Neumann boundary condition involving the heat flux, instead of the temperature gradient flux, is considered. Such conditions, in fact, are not completely equivalent in materials that satisfy (1.1)2 •
The complete set of restrictions imposed on the heat capacity and thermal conducivity by the Second Law of Thermodynamics is derived in Sec. 2. It is interesting to compare such results (especially Corollaries 2.1 and 2.3) with the set of assumptions required by Miller to prove existence, uniqueness, and stability in [11] . In fact all these sufficient conditions turn out to be thermodynamic consequences. In order to study the evolution problem (1.5), we discuss separately the cases k0 > 0 and k0 -0. In effect, these cases are quite different because the positiveness of kQ leads to a parabolic problem, whereas when k0 vanishes the problem might become hyperbolic.
The parabolic problem, when A:0 > 0, is considered in Sec. 3. Existence, uniqueness, and asymptotic behaviour of the solution are proved, and a stability result is given. Moreover, under suitable regularity hypotheses on the data, the solution turns out to be asymptotically stable. Similar results are obtained when kQ = 0 in Sec. 4, whereas in Sec. 5 we discuss the meaning of some functional spaces and restrictions on the initial-history data introduced in the previous section.
As a concluding remark we emphasize that weaker conditions than those of Miller are needed here, and nevertheless more accurate stability results are obtained when k0 is positive or vanishes. In particular, our assumptions allow k'(t) to have an integrable singularity at t = 0 whereas Miller implicitly assumes that k'(0) is finite. More importantly, in the case k0 = 0 Miller's assumption (S') (see [11, p. 325 g(x,p)= g(x,s)exp{-ps)ds, {x,p)G Q x C+ Jo (C+ = {p e C; Re(/?) > 0}), is analytic on C++ = {p e C; Re(/?) > 0}. Unless otherwise stated, we identify a function g with its causal extension to R, i.e., g(x, /) = 0 when t < 0 . In this way the Laplace transform g(x, p), when p -ia>, can be considered as the Fourier transform, i.e., £(x, ia>) -g(x, co). Moreover, we have £(x, CO) = gc(x, co) -igs(x, co).
(1.7)
Finally, given any pair (/, g) of scalar-or vector-valued functions defined on Q x M, let and "*F" denote respectively the Laplace and Fourier time-convolution products, namely
f*g{t)= f f{s)g{t-s)ds and / *F g(t) = [ Jo J-< 2. Thermodynamic restrictions. Let the thermal history A' be defined as A1 = (u', g'), where g' = Vu' and u'(s) = u(t-s), i£l+, and let the set of all periodic thermal histories be denoted by & . Then the Second Law of Thermodynamics for rigid heat conductors in the Clausius form is stated as follows (see [15] ).
Second Law. For each periodic thermal history A1 = {u , g') e with period d and for each I06R, the following inequality holds: r e(x,t) q(x, t) • g(x, t) d0 + u(x,t) (6 +u{x,t))2 dt < 0.
Under linear approximation (i.e., small variations u(x, t) with respect to a given reference temperature 0Q and small g(x, ()), the quantity 0~'(x, t) = (dQ+u(x, t))~l can be substituted by its linear Taylor polynomial, thus yielding the approximate inequality 6~2 f [e(x, t)(80 -u(x, t)) + q(x, t)-g(x, t)]dt < 0, J o The complete statement of the Second Law, however, specifies that the inequality refers to an irreversible process, whereas the equality occurs in reversible processes only (see for instance [18] ). Actually, for a heat conductor satisfying (1.1) a process is reversible if and only if it holds the temperature constant in time (6(t) = 60) and uniform in space (g(t) = 0), so that the ensuing thermal history A' = («', g') e vanishes identically. Thereby, the inequality (2. Proof. We first observe that the left-hand sides of (2.8) and (2.9) are real parts of analytic functions on C++ . Then, by using the Hilbert integral representation for Laplace transforms, that is, n Jo and (2.6) it follows that 2 f°° -i / a{t)-a0 = -to~ (1 -cos tot)a (to) dto > 0 (2.14)
71 Jo and, moreover, 9 r°°a oc~ao = ~ / 03 &S.u>) dto > 0. (2.15) n Jo
Combining (2.14) and (2.15) we obtain 2 f°° -i / 2 f°° -i / a(t) -a = --to cos tos a[(to) d to < -to a(to)dto -a^-an 00 n J0 n J o °°s o that (2.12) follows. Finally, if a'(0) exists by (2.14) it must be nonnegative. Furthermore, by taking the limit as to -> oo in (2.5) we obtain (2.13) t , whereas taking to = 0 there we obtain k0 + k'c{0) = kx > 0. □ Note that the conditions required by Miller (see [11] ) to ensure the existence, uniqueness, and stability of solutions to the heat flux equation when kQ ^ 0 are exactly (2.8)-(2.13). Thus Theorem 2.1 and the ensuing corollaries allow us to give a physical interpretation of these conditions; that is, the constitutive equations of the model need to be compatible with thermodynamics. In the case kQ = 0, however, in order to obtain stability results Miller needs a stronger condition for k(t) which fails to be valid. In essence (see assumption (S'), p. 325 in [11] ), he requires that k'0 + k"(p) 7^ 0 Vp e C+ . Unfortunately, it is apparent from (2.21) that this cannot occur if p = 0 and k' e L'(R+); so no stability property follows from his argument when kQ vanishes.
where dQ is smooth and constituted by the union of d£lq and dQ.u . We exclude the case dQ. = d£lq , when no temperature is assigned at the boundary. For later convenience we shall now give some notation for functional spaces, norms, and scalar products. Set Q' = and define V0 = H(\ (Q') (see [13] ).
Let ||u||j denote the norm in VQ, ||w|| the norm in L (Q), and ||| u ||| the norm in L2{E+ x Q). Moreover, from now on we use the following notation:
In order to achieve a stability result relative to problem (3.1) we impose the following assumptions:
(HI) u0 e V0; (H2) r € L2(R+ , L2(Q)), <t> e L2{R+ , L2{dQq)); (H3) u0{x,t) on QxE~ is such that U0 e L2{R+, L2(Q.)), Q0eL2(t+,L2(Q)) and V • Q0 e L2(R+ , H~l{Q')); (H4) «0(x, t) on <9Q x R~ is such that Q0 • n e L2(R+ , H~xl2(d£lq)). First consider the Laplace transformed problem of (3.1) which is defined for each p € C+ as We can represent the solution u of (3.2) as follows:
J n JdQ where the Green function T for almost all xgfi and p e C+ solves the problem
T(x, x'; p) = 0 x' £ 0Qu . Hence it follows that j (ll»(x> Of + I|Vm(x, t)\\2)dt = ^ J (||m(x, o»)||2 + ||Vm(x, co)\\2)dt < oo and the theorem is so proved. □ We now complete the treatment of the parabolic case by showing how the solution is controlled by data. In particular, we are going to get a theorem that may be considered both a control theorem, when sources r and 0 vary but uQ = 0 W < 0, and a stability theorem in the usual sense, when r and </> vanish.
Let (H1)-(H4) be valid, so that we choose only initial histories belonging tô = u0 satisfies (HI), (H3), and (H4)}.
Consider problem (3.1) again and set /(x, t) = r(x, t) -UQ(\, t).
Thus (3.1), can be replaced by
. (H2)-(H3) yield / e L2(R+ , L2(Q)).
In order to obtain a priori estimates we lake the product of (3. On the basis of (3.14) we can state the following theorem. Applying Gronwall's generalized Lemma (see [17] ) the following inequalities hold for any 7'el+:
where C(Q0, /, 0) = /0°°(||Q0||2 + ||/||2 + ||</>||2) dt < oo by assumption. Finally, since u0 € V0 and |a'(f)| € l'(E+) , taking the limit in (3.16) and (3.17) as T -> oo the conclusion follows. □ Observe that, if the data are suitably regular, (3.1) has a solution belonging to //' with respect to time; therefore Theorem 3.2 yields asymptotic stability. Remark 4.1. In the case k0 = 0 a compatibility condition between the data arises, i.e., lim;^0-q(x, t) • n(x) = <j>(x, 0+), and yields the following restriction on the initial histories:
Nevertheless, by using the method of the previous section, with slight modifications we can still obtain existence and uniqueness results. In order to avoid repetitions, we give only the statement of the theorem. Some conditions on the data involving norms of the L2/k-type have to be assumed in order to achieve a stability result in the case k0 = 0. In particular we impose (H5) m0(x, t) on Q. x is such that U0, Q0 G L2/(t(R+, L2(Q)),
so that / = r -U0 e L^k(R , L (Q)). Choose uQ varying in the set %?k -{u0: iixl -> E; uQ satisfies (HI), (H4), and (H5)}. 5. Restrictions on the data. In the sequel (H.5)-(H.6), imposed on the data when kQ = 0, will be considered in detail. As an introduction we remark that, as k' e L1 , k'c is bounded, continuous on R+ , and goes to 0 as co -» oo . Then, by (2.5) k! is a positive definite kernel, that is (see [20] Proof. In view of (5.1) we can find s2 < 1 and rj > 0 so that (5.3) is satisfied for a = 2s2 . The conclusion follows by comparing the norms as in previous theorems. □ Finally, we suggest another condition on the initial history that permits the conclusion in Theorem 4.2 to be true. 
